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SLO blows out 150 candles
B rigette Barbosa
M U S T A N C . D A ILY

San Luis t^bispo is turning 150
years old and the coininunity is
invited to join the celebration.
The grand finale of the yearlong
sesquicentennial coinmenioration
takes place tonight at Fanners’
Market.
“ It’s a celebration and recogni
tion of San Luis Obispo as a coinniunity,’’ Steering CAininiittee
nieniber June Mclvor said.“ It is the
150th anniversary of the inctirporation of the city, which is sAirt of a
technical term. It’s really symbolic
of SLO coming together as a com
munity.’’
The festivities kick off at 0 p.ni.
at the intersection of lliguera and
(diorro streets where the C'ounty
Band is scheduled to perform. April
Kichardson, sesquicentennial event
member, said the night opens with
an introduction by M.iyor Dave
Komero in which he will intro
duce the ('ity (xnmcil members

and former mayors of the city in
attendance.
Typical
Farmers’
Market events are to continue as
usual.
“ Farmers’ Market is a big part
(of the city) in itself. Here’s a
chance to come out and celebrate
the community as a whole,”
Mclvor said.
Fhe Madonna Inn donated a
special, giant birthday cake for the
celebration. Romero has the honor
of cutting the cake, which Mclvor
said can feed 1,(100 people.
Downtown
Association
Administrator 1)eborah (^ish and
local designer and Steering
CTminiittee
member
Bierre
Rademaker will present 150 his
toric tidbits about the city in a “did
you know?” format. The two will
go back-and-forth in an entertain
ing manner to inform the crowd of
ixiimiKSY moTo
their city’s history.
“ Everybody just loves it. It is This picture, estimated to have been taken in the early 1900s, shows a growing San Luis Obispo with the
San Luis and Bishop mountains in the background. The mountains in this photo don’t yet boast the “M”
see Birthday, page 2 for Mission Prep High School and the “P” for Cal Poly.

SLiMOUCnTHEEEH
March 8 , 1901: Cal Poly founded. Classes
began Sept. 3 0 , 1903. Only 3 0 students
made up the first incoming class.

Sept. 1772: Mission San Luis
Obispo de Tolosa founded.

199O: San Luis Obispo

becomes the first town
to ban indoor smoking
in all public buildings.

Oct. 29. i960: Chartered plane
carrying Cal Poly football team
crashes during takeoff killing
22 of 48 passengers.

1954: The California Men's Colony opens.

197O: Ground is broken for Cuesta’s first

permanent buildings. Classes trace back
to as early as 1916.

3 0 0 6 : San Luis Obispo celebrates
150 years of cityhood.

May 25,1996: Cal Poly student
Kristin Smart goes missing.
Mer case was never solved.

f

Feb. 16,1856: City first incorporated.

1958: Madonna Inn established.

1925: The word “motel” is coined with the
establishment of Motel Inn of San Luis Obispo.

Sept. 1979: Then Cal Poly
student “Weird Al” Yankovic
records his debut song
“My Bologna" in Cal Poly restroom.

1960: People begin sticking
chewed gum on Bubble Gum Alley.

1990 : California Juice Club is founded.

In 1995. the name was changed to the
topular Jamba Juice. Three of the
our founders are Cal Poly Grads.

f

April 16, 2 0 0 5 : Mometown hero Chuck the
“Ice Man" Liddell wins U FC Light Meavyweight title at U FC 52.

1963: Farmers’ Market is officially started.
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English class writes letters to dec^sed peer
Justin Fivella
„ « reali'y

10

„ life I'"’"
purpose,nust lit^
" " Tam sorry

thing,” Medley said. “ I hoped it would help
them realize just how lucky they are to be
here in San Luis Obispo and going to Cal
Bombarded by brain-stretching midterms Poly.”
and mountainous piles of homework, many
Before Jimenez was swept off a rock by a
Cal Poly students now in their third week of powerful swell of water in Montaña de Oro,
school have all but forgotten the unfortunate one of the many courses he was enrolled in
event that claimed the life of would-be was Medley’s ENGL 134, writing: exposition
freshman Enrique Jimenez during orienta class.
tion week. Freshman English professor
Medley, now in his second year teaching at
Carson Medley asked his students to explain Cal Poly, explained that his first assignment
their first college experiences in letters to was to have students write an obituary about
Enrique.
themselves, a difficult task he feels will help
“I felt that having students write a letter broaden their perspectives as well as aide
to Enrique to share with him what he would intheir pursuit of self-identity while writing.
have experienced in his first week would
help them realize that life is a precious
see Letters, page 12
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continued from page I

really entertaining how they corre
spond together,” said sesquicentenmal event chair Kendi Koot.
The city is rich in history since
its incorporation in 1H5(). There
w'ill be areas set up with dedica
tions and displays remembering the
last 1.SO years.
“ It (the event) has allowed com
munity organizations to get
involved and it drives tourism. We

are all connected somehow and this
gave people a reason to celebrate,”
Root said.
C')riginally a small pueblo town,
the city o f San Luis Obispo has
grown from a few houses in size to
a population o f approximately
44,176, according to the United
States Census Bureau.
“We are so thankful of who we
are and how far we’ve come as a
community. We are the cultural
hubbub o f San Luis Obispo
Ckumty.That has been inspirational
m Itself,” Root said.

the morning...
I IF

t

This picture offers a glance down Higuera Street in what is estimated to be the 1890s, before trees and parking meters lined the streets. The tall
building on the far left is now the current location for the store Fanny Wrappers.

YO U'RE AN EARLY R ISER ...

to make the event a success. The
committee included a number ot
professionals from the downtt>w'n
area. Root said.
The Native Sons of the Cìolden
West will present Romero and
Root with a plaque to commemo
rate the event at a luncheon on
Oct. 21.The plaque will eventually
be hung m (hty Hall.
“It IS a great opportunity for
people to celebrate their commu
nity and I think they should definitelv come out.” Mclvor said.

The Steering CAmimittee for the
sesquicenteimial celebration helped
designate a different theme for
each month from Januarv through
October.
The themes were intended to
inform the community o f the
progress the city has made since its
incorporation, and alert them of
the upcoming sesquicenteimial
events.
R oot
said
the
Steering
Committee was broken down mtt)
several subcommittees to help dis
tribute the amount of work needed
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Coffee Shop & Deli
Extended Hours:
6:30am-10pm M-F
7:30am-10pfn Sat, Closed Sun.

http://www.mustangdaily.net//register

Specialty food and drink menu prepared at your convenience
Call ahead service
Special Anal exam hours for Cal Poly & Cuesla students
Free wireless Inlemet
FrlemRy and experienced baristas
Catcffng and delivery service
3230 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA
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Question of the day:
Do r/YOU tliiiik l)i(‘vHishs
ÍUV (*()iirl(‘ous lo Ii)(‘(l(‘slfiaiis?
«
^ V' ’’w'O 'CT

' “Yes, bicyclists
“Yeah, they
[ire awesome. And
always stop for
that’s all 1 gotta me and they wait
say.
for people.”
1
!
1
(
^

-Dreip LaPlatitc
nieclmtiical
Siyi)liomorc

-Mar)wuia McGervey
fiutritiou sanor

(io t soiiK'tliin^ to sa v?
J

“ I’ve never had
“ No, 1 feel as
though we
a problem while
should share the
walking around
road. Cars, bicy
campus. If any
clists, pedestrians, thing, cars have
skateboarders ... to stop for them.”
w e’re all the
same.”

-Justin Uvidcmch
journalsnjwikn’

“ Yes, they’ve
never gotten in
iny way at all.”

-Tj'lerTlicrct
bimiess smior

-Cam Press
liberal studies junior

Thursday, October 12, 2006
Rec Center (on 2 flo o rs, in all 3 g y m s)
Networking:

9:30 am to 2:30 pm, interviews: 3 to 6 pm

Send a letter to
the editors!

S iib iiiit y o u r
t h o u g h t s , ()(>iiiioiis,
m ilt s a n d ravos
i n *200 w o i x l s o r l»*ss to

www.mustangdailyopinionsegmail.com
One Mistake Shouldn't Cost You Your Future i

Jefírey D. Stulberg
Attorney_____________________________________
Serving the needs of

Cal Poly & Questa

FREE initial
consultation!

students since 1998
OUl & Drug Cases
f •Misdemeanors & Felonies
Employment Law

Drunk in Public Violations
Personal Injury

544-7693
www.stulberg.com
Jstulberg@>stulberg.com

For the list of companies
and job descriptions,
logon to my.calpoly.edu,
click on Mustang Jobs
and look under Events!

Division of Student Affairs

Cal Poly, Bldg. 124
805.756.2501
WWW. careerservices. calpoly. edu
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A m erican in a l-C ^ d a videos in d icted o n treason c h a i ^
appeared in the
same video with alZawahri. In a July 7
clip marking the
one-year anniver
sary of the terror
■s i IMN' M M I KI \ l M |'|*<
I lO \ | U M I attack on London
c o m 111 u t e r s ,
\M »
I I l \ ( . . IS I .s.( . j. 2
(iadahn appeared
briefly, saying no
Muslim
should
“shed tears” for
Westerners killed
by al-(.Jaida attacks.
Beyond
that,
authorities believe
he is the masked
figure
who
appeared in two
previous
videos
from al-Qaida, one
UW RENCF. JACKSON ASStH.lATKli I’RKSS
given to AB(i tele
A wanted poster of Adam Yahiye Gadahn is displayed at the Justice Department in
vision in 2004 and
Washington, Wednesday, Oct. 11, 2006.
another a few days
before the fourth
tive has been sought by the FBI
Jerem iah M arquez
since 2004. Based on the indict anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks.
A sso ( l At H) I’lu ss
According to the indictment,
ment, the FBI added (iadahn to its
LOS ANCiELES — A C'alifornia list of most wanted terrorists, and (iadahn announced in the 2004
man who joined al-Qaida and the State Department offered a $1 video that he had joined al-Qaida,
appeared in its videos declaring million reward for information “a movement waging war on
that “the streets of America shall leading to his capture.
America and killing large numbers
run red with blood” was indicted
“The charge of treason is excep of Americans.”
Wednesday on the first treason tionally severe and it is not one that
“ Fighting and defeating America
charge filed in more than .SO years. we bring lightly,” Deputy Attorney is our first priority,” he said,
Adam Yehiye (iadahn, 2S — General Paul McNulty told according to the indictment. “ ...
who IS believed to be in or near reporters in Washington. “ But this The streets of America shall run red
Pakistan — could be sentenced to is the right case for this charge.”
with blood.”
Treason “is not a crime only
death if convicted of the charge.
In a 200-S video, he referred to
Fie also was indicted on a charge of against the American people, but terrorist attacks in Europe and
providing material support to ter- against America itself,” McNulty threatened more against the United
rorists.
'»aid.
States.
Treason has only been brought a
(»adahn is suspected of having
“Yesterday,
London
and
few dozen times m U.S. history and attended al-Qaida s training camps Madrid," he said. “Tomorrow, Los
not at all since the World War II
Pakistan and serving as one of its
Angeles and Melbourne.”
translators. He has become known
era.
The treason charge carries
(iadahn “knowingly adhered to
nom de guerre, Azzain alpenalties ranging from a five-year
aii enemy of the United States, Amriki, or Azzain the American,
prison sentence to the death penal
namely, al-Qaida, and gave alAppearing last month in a 48ty, while the charge o f providing
Qaida aid and comfort ... with minute video along-with al-Qaida’s
material support to a designated
intent to betray the United States,”
“ leader, Ayman al-Zawahri,
foreign terrorist organization car
according to the indictment, handcalled on his countrymen
ries a possible 15-year sentence.
ed up by an Orange County grand
The last person convicted of
soldiers to switch sides in the Iraq
jury.
treason was Tomoya Kawakita, a
The suspected al-Qaida operaIt was the second time he Japanese-Ainerican sentenced to

VI, \ M N \ H m : ( i A D A H N

death in 19.52 for torm enting
American prisoners of war during
World
War
II.
Bresident
Eisenhower
later
commuted
Kawakita’s sentence to life impris
onment.
Treason is rarely prosecuted, in
part due to high constitutional
thresholds that require two wit
nesses or a confession in court to
“levying war” against the United
States.
Raised in Southern ('alifornia
on a Riverside goat farm, Gadahn
was home-schooled, partly because
the dirt road outside his home
often becomes impassable m win
ter. The family was (diristian but
not particularly religious, with his
father
describing
them
as
Universalist and believers in nonvi
olence.
(iadahn, who didn’t attend col
lege, later move to the suburbs of
Los Angeles where he became a
Muslim and worshipped at the
Islamic Society o f (')range (bounty.
The mosque later expelled him for
hitting one of its leaders in the face
in May 1997.
He was sentenced to two days in
jail and five days of community ser
vice, but he never showed up for
the community service.
That same year, (iadahn worked
at Charity W ithout Borders in
(iarden (irove, where Khalil alDeek, a terrorist suspect with
alleged ties to Osama bin Laden,
also w'as employed.
Al-Deek was jailed in Jordan for
17 months on suspicion of being
involved in a bombing plot, but he
was never charged with a crime.
He was released in May 2001 and
deported to the United Arab
Emirates.
Gadahn was last known to be in
Southern California in 1997 or
1998. He eventually traveled to
Pakistan with friends and, at first,
would occasionally write home,
according to his family.
He called home several months
after the Sept. 11 attacks to say he
was married to a refugee and they
were expecting a child. Family
members said it was the last time
they spoke with him.

State briefs I*

W OODLAND (AP) — A
judge has upheld a state law |
allowing public colleges and uni
versities to charge in-state fees to.
undocumented immigrants.
i|
The law had been challenged
by a class action lawsuit filed last
1)eceniber on behalf of out-of- [
state students who claimed thc|
tuition break discriminated
against U.S. citizens.
Out-of-state students payh
higher rates than ('alifornia resi-J
dents in the state’s three-tiered 1
higher education system — the
n
University of ('alifornia, the
ai
('alifornia State University and
California community colleges
in the past, immigrants who did
n’t have legal status as ('alifornia
residents faced out-of-state rates.
•••

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A
Central Valley lawmaker on
Wednesday said state and federal 1
agencies had ample warning but
didn’t do enough to prevent the,^
E. coli outbreaks that have killed
three people across the countryL
and shut down ('alifornia’s
spinach and lettuce production.
Food and health agencies are
failing to demand that growers
change practices that lead to con
tamination through tainted water
and soil, state Sen. Dean Florez
said during a hearing of the gov
ernment oversight committee he
chairs.
“1 don’t think we can give
consumers any confidence that :
we have fixed anything,” Floa'z,
I )-Shafter said.
M ER C ED (AP) — Foil!
people were arasted on assault
charges after shooting Merced
County’s top prosecutor with a
paintball gun.
District Attorney Larry Morse
II was apparently an unintendeil
target o f three adults and
teenage boy suspected of shoot
ing several people with a paintball
gun, police said.
Morse was jogging near his
home when he was shot in the
back Tuesday. He was uninjured
and chased the suspects in his car.

Your convenient source for special foods & groceries.
A Convenience Store that features Cal■ Poly
)IV Pproducts
along with household essentials,
snacks and school supplies. Inside
the store you'll also nnd a
mini food court and Julian's Jr.
serving gourmet coffee and espresso i
Op)en!
6:30am-10pm Mon-Thurs
6:30am-5:30pm Friday
10am-5pm Saturday
10am-10pm Sunday

FALL EXHIBITS
M aking Learn|p^VislWi
by the ASI Childr^^ Center

In the Spotlight

- Nov. 17

by Mollie Helmuth ^
and Jessica Coker \

Art and Lies

Nov. 28 - Dec. 1

by Marlene Blum
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Yankees pitcher dies after plane crashes
into N ew Y>rk City higji-rise apartment
fj
d 'Colleen Long
lA I 1 1) I’ K h S S

• j NEW YOKK — A small plane
Tarrying New York Yinkee (Tiry
" idle slammed into a 50-story apartlent building Wednesday after issunig a distress call, killing the pitcher
nd a second person in a crash that
gained tlaming debris onto the sidevalks and briefly raised fears of
nother terrorist attack.
A law enforcement oflicial in
.Vashington said Lidle — an avid
>ilot who got his license during last
ear’s offseason — was aboard the
•ingle-engine aircraft when it
'Unved into the 30th and 31st floors
)f the high-rise on Manhattan’s
Jpper East Side. Mayor Michael
iloomberg said both petiple aboard
vere killed.
Lidle’s passport was found on the
treet, according to a federal official,
peaking to The Associated Press on
ondition of anonymity. It was not
mmediately clear who was at the
ontrols and who was the second
jle

person aboard. There was no official
confirmation of Lidle’s death from
city officials.
Federal Aviation Administration
records showed the plane was regis
tered to Lidle, who had repeatedly
assured reporters in recent weeks
that flying was safe and that the
Yankees — who were traumatized
in 1979 when catcher Thurman
Munson was killed in the crash of a
plane he was piloting — had no rea
son to worry.
“The flying?” the 34-year-old
Lidle, who had a home near Los
Angeles, told The Philadelphia
Inquirer this summer.“I’m not wor
ried about it. I’m safe up there. I feel
very comfortable with my abilities
flying an airplane.”
“No matter what’s going on in
your life, when you get up in that
plane, everything’s gone,” Lidle told
a Comcast SportsNet interviewer
while flying his plane in April.
The crash came just four days
after the Yankees’ embarrassingly

N ational btiefs
W ASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush demanded stiff sanc
tions on North Korea Wednesday for its reported nuclear test and
asserted the U.S. has “no intention of attacking” the reclusive regime
despite its claims that it needs atomic weapons to guard against such
a strike. Still, in a Rose (iarden news conference. Biish said the
United States remains committed to diplomacy but also “reserves all
options to defend our friends in the region.”
•

ir.

•

•

W ASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Army has plans to keep the
current level of soldiers in Iraq through 20in. the top Arniv officer
'.lid Wediiesd.iy, a later date than Bush administration or Pentagon
officials have mentioned thus far.The Army chief of staff, Gen. Peter
|. Schooniaker. cautioned against reading too much into the plan
ning. s.n ing troops levels could be adjusted to actual conditions m
Iraq. He said it is easier to hold back forces schediileil to go there
th, ' to prepare .iiui deplov units .it the last miiuite
• • •
VVASHINGTON (AP) — .M A T’s S7S.5 billion buvout of
BellSouth ('orp. \son Justice Department apprmai Wednesd.iy, a
decision that sets che stage for furtiier reuniting nuKlermzed parts of
die old M l Bell phone monopoly broken up by the government in
' •N4.
! he lustice Department approved the deal without conditions,
which leaves the Federal Cwmiinumcatioiis C\)iiimission .is the final
hurdle to the merger creating the nation’s biggest provider of plume,
^\lreless and bro.idband Internet services.
The decisuin was immediately criticized by the FC'CVs two
Deniocr.itic members — lonathan S. ,5delstem .itul Michael Gopps,
who characterized it as “a reckless abandonment of DoJ’s respoiisibilitv” to protect consumers and smaller businesses,
Caipps called it a “lights-off” decision.
• • •
WASHINCiTON (AP) — Hie man who receiitlv departed as
•lirector ot tiie Bureau of Alcohol, fiibacco. Firearms and Explosives
ordered Ins staff to help with his nephew's high school homework,
wasting the agency s rime and violating ethics rules, an inquiry found
Wednesd.iv. The nephew's project — i docunient.irv about the ATE
that took It) months to complete — was one of a half-dozen e.xaniples of lapses in judgment C!arl J. Truscott commitred before he
resigned in August, s.iys the report by justice Department Inspector
General (ilenn A. Fine.

quick elimina
tion from the
playoffs, dur
ing
which
Lidle had been
relegated to
the bullpen. In
recent
d.iys,
Lidle
had
taken
abuse
from fans on
sports
talk
radio for say
ing the team
was
unpre
pared.
“This is a
terrible and
shocking
tragedy that
has stunned
the
entire
Yankees orga
n iz a tio n ,”
Yankees
owner Cieorge
MIKE DERER A S S iH a A i i i) p r k s s
Steinbren ner
New York Yankees pitcher Cory Lidle and a second person took ofT from Teterboro Airport in
said in a state Teterboro, N.J., Wednesday, Oct. 11, 2006.
ment.
He
offered his condolences to Lidle’s trate airspace over one of the most E.ast River, along the usual flight
densely packed sections of New York corridor, came through a hazy,
wife, Melanie, and 6-year-old son.
The federal official said the plane Chty was not clear. The plane w'as cloudy sky and hit The Belaire — a
had issued a distress call before the unusual in that it was equipped with red-brick tower overlooking the
crash. I'he craft took off from New a parachute in case of engine failure, river — with a loud bang. It touched
jersey's Teterboro Airport about 2:30 but there was no sign the chute was off a raging fire that cast a pillar of
black smoke over the city and sent
p.m. and was m the air for barely 15 used.
flames shooting from four windows
The
crash
rattled
New
Yorkers’
minutes, authorities said. Bloomberg
said Lidle and his flying companion nerves five years after the Sept. 11 on two adjoining floors. Firefighters
were sightseeing and were taking a attacks, but the FBI and the put the blaze out in less than an
route that took them over the Statue I lomelaiul Securitv quickly said hour.
•At least 21 people were taken to
of Liberty, the Brooklyn Bridge and there was no evidence it w.is any
the
hospital, most of them firefight
thing but an accident. Nevertheless,
the Empire State Building.
The FAA saiil it was too early to within lO minutes ot the crash, ers. Their conditions were not dis
determine what might h.ive caused fighter jets were sent aloft o\er sev closed.
Large crowds gathered n the
the
I r.ish,
Lhe
N.ition.il eral cities, including New York.
fraiispon.ition S.itety Bo.ml sent Washington, Detroit. L os Angeles 'treet in the l.trgeK we.iitln ,ew
York neighborhood, witli m.ir. .iiid Seattle. !’■nt.igoii othcials s.ud.
investigators
1
he
plane,
flying
north
over
the
see t.rash, pane 12
I low the pl.ine iii.in.igeil to pene-

Add to your

CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB
membership Sept. 23 - Oct. 31, 2006
and you'll be eligible to win one of ten

$ 5 0 scholarships
If you spend money on campus, save
yourself the hassle of cash and checks
by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's
already encoded on your PolyCard. For
more information or to add value, check
w w w .calpolycorporation.org/express
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TANDEM JUMP IN
CALIFORNIA

Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from campus
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2 trains collide m northeastern France; 5 dead
Jan Sliva
Assoc

l A I h l) I 'R I SS

ZOUFFTCiEN, France — A
passenger train collided Wednesday
with an oncoming freight train in
northeastern France, killing at least
five people and injuring 16, two
seriously, officials said.
The impact of the crash lifted
one of the passenger train’s cars on
top o f another, compressing it.
Several cars of the freight tram
were either crumpled, bent sky
ward or tipped over on their sides.
More than 300 police and rescue
workers from both France and
Luxembourg were at the scene.
ILescuers had retrieved five bod-

ies by evening, police said, and did
not believe any survivors were
trapped inside the twisted wreck
age, although rescue efforts were
expected to continue through the
night.
“ If we pull out any more people,
they will not be alive,” said
Luxembourg police spokeswoman
Kristine Schmidt.
Another official, Bernard Franoz
of the Zoufftgen police, said there
could be as many as three more
bodies in the wreckage on the
tracks about a mile south of the
border, but he did not elaborate.
The total number of passengers
aboard the train was not known.

The passenger train was traveling
from Luxembourg to the French
city of Nancy. The train line it was
traveling on was being repaired, so
it switched onto a second track,
hitting the oncoming freight train,
said France’s SNCF rail operator.
SNCF director-general Guillaume
Fepy said the 22-car freight train had
a green light at the time of the crash,
and said there were no signs of
speeding.
President Jacques Chirac ordered
the government to “oversee the
mobilization of all rescue services
and quickly bring to light the cir
cumstances of this dramatic acci
dent,” his office said.

General Assem bly to appoint Ban Ki-m oon
Friday as next U .N . secretary-general
assembly
spokeswoman
Gail
Bindley-Taylor Sainte said late
A s S O C .IA T fc l) I’ R E S S
Wednesday.
UNITED NATIONS — The
“The (ieneral Assembly is
Cieneral Assembly will appoint expected to adopt a resolution,
South Korean Foreign Minister hopefully by acclamation, appoint
Ban Ki-moon as the next U.N. sec ing Mr. Ban Ki-moon as the next
retary-general on Friday, giving secretary-general of the United
him a 2 1/2-m onth transition Nations,” Sainte said. “We expect
before taking over from Kofi him to take the oath of office as
Annan on Jan. 1.
soon as he is officially appointed
Sheikha Haya
ILashed A1 but he doesn’t take office until Jan.
Khalifa, the assembly president, set 1 .”
the appointment of the new secre
Ban’s appointment comes at a
tary-general for Friday afternoon. sensitive time with the United
Edith M. Lederer

States pressing for strong sanctions
against Iran and North Korea over
their nuclear programs, and is
backing a U.N. peacekeeping force
in Darfur to take over from the
African Union.
The Security Council nominat
ed Ban by acclamation Monday
and asked the
192-member
Cieneral Assembly to act promptly
to approve his selection.
Ban was one of seven candidates
vying to be the new U.N. chief and
topped four informal polls in the
15-member council.

International briefs
SANTO D O M ING O, D om inican Republic (AP) — Hotel
tycoon Howard “Butch” Kerzner was among four people killed
Wednesday when a helicopter they were traveling in crashed into a
building on the 1)ominican Republic’s north coast, an aviation official
said.
Kerzner, chief executive officer of Kerzner International Holdings
Ltd., a Bahamas-based casino and resort operator, was in the helicopter
when it went down at 2:15 p.m. in the popular tourist resort of Sosua,
said Yolanda Manan, a spokeswoman for the Dominican airport
authority.
“It is with great sadness that the entire company mourns the trag
ic loss of Butch Kerzner,” Kerzner International said in a statement.
Butch Kerzner’s father, Sol Kerzner — a South African casino
tycoon who is chairman of Kerzner International’s board, was en
route to the 1)ominican Republic, the statement said.
Kerzner, 42, was surveying potential development sites when the
helicopter crashed on the roof of a business that grows ornamental
plants.
• • •
U N ITED N A TIO N S (AP) — The United States hopes to pass
a new draft U.N. Security Council resolution on Friday to punish
North Korea over its claimed nuclear test, U.S. Ambassador John
Bolton said.
The new draft, which the U.S. will formally introduce on
Thursday, is part of American and Japanese efforts for a quick
Security Council rebuke to the North for its alleged test Monday,
which raised tension surrounding Pyongyang’s clandestine nuclear
program and drew near-universal condemnation from around the
world.
“There are still a lot of comments that have been made, and areas
of disagreement, but as we’ve said repeatedly, we think this requires
a strong and swift response,” Bolton said Wednesday after a meeting
with the ambassadors of Britain, France and Japan.
“Now, we’re certainly prepared for further discussion but today is
late Wednesday and to have a vote by the end of the week, we need
to move expeditiously tomorrow, which we’re going to try to do,”
he said.
Earlier Wednesday, Secretary-Cieneral Kofi Annan urged the
United States to hold bilateral talks with North Korea and called on
the communist nation not to esc.alate an “extremely difficult” situa
tion.
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Poly alum Weird Al: It feels
good to be a parody master
Usher’s “C.onfessioiis Fart II.”
Yankovic’s confessions are absuril
and nauseating, yet so funny. He
IMTTSBUKC.H
—
Even
confesses, “Once I blew my nose
though we might not admit it, we
and wiped it on your cat/ And 1
all enjoy poking fun at others.
lied: yes, that dress makes you kmk
Ripping on people comes to some
fat.”
with frightening ease, and Weird Al
“Trapped in the Drive-Thru,” a
Yankovic proves himself king of parody of R. Kelly’s “Trapped in
the art with “Straight Outta
the Closet,” details a couple’s trip
Lynwood.’’
to the drive-thru. The oddly
With more than two decades of humorous bickering that goes on
making fun of artists under his belt. between the couple displays
Weird Al assembles his songs with Yankovic’s talent as a lyricist. While
off-the-wall, yet hilariously satiri the track goes on for 11 minutes,
cal, lyrics.
he
proves
The album’s
good enough
hit, “White A
to make every
Nerdy,” partiWeird Al 'm i^ t rely
111 o m e n t
d
i
e
s
on nerd stereotypes for interesting.
Chamillionare’s
Weird Al
“ R idin"’ and
also
parodies
his material, but there’s
marks the best
Taylor Hick’s
song by far.
no denying their
“Do I Make
When
the
You Frond”
accuracy T h rou ^ ou t
song begins, it’s
with his “Do I
difficult not to
O
e ep
You
“W hite & Nerdy” he
mistake it for
c:> u t . ”
Chamillionare’s
incorporates potential
Y a n k o v i c ’s
original:
version fol
tools o f nerdery ...
Yankovic’s pre
lows a man
cise voice imi
w h o ’ s
tation
makes
........
obsessed with
the parody even
a woman, and
stronger than
his stalker-like tendencies will have
simply relying on puns.
you laughing uncontrollably.
But as soon as you tune into the
The man tries to charm his
lyrics, the full genius of Yankovic’s object of desire with such winners
work rings loud and clear. He
as “Gonna carve your name in my
explains in the chorus: “I wanna leg” and “Can I sniff the pit stains
roll with the gangstas/ But so far
on your blouse?” If nothing else.
they all think I’m too white and Weird Al gets the message across to
nerdy.”
stay away from this man.
Weird Al might rely on nerd
The last parody on “Straight
stereotypes for his material, but Outta Lynwood” is of Green Day’s
there’s no denying their accuracy.
“American Idiot.” Yankovic’s ver
Throughout “White & Nerdy,” he sion, “Canadian Idiot,” focuses on
incorporates potential tools o f ^he Canadian stereotypes perpetunerdery such as MySpace and the ated by Americans. He calls out
“Dungeons and Dragons” video neighbors to the north “beer-swillSame.Ju« try to arpie that he s not
right on.
their “silly accent.'
Another
hilarious
track,
“Confessions Part III,” parodies
see Weird, page 8

Jessica Bopp
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H ave a d ate w ith sum m er
B rigette Barbosa
M U S I A N ! . D A IIY

MD

V E L V E T ROLE
DRIVER LICENSE

The end of summer: 1‘ossibly the
most depressing time of the year
for me. The return to class this
quarter marks the conclusion of a
summer full of great friends, new
tlings, trips to the lake, campsites,
barbecues and a little binge drink
ing now and again.
Instead of being heartbroken by
the loss of my favorite season I have
devised a way to extend summer
for three more quarters. Follow
these 10 steps and all your summer
withdrawals will cease.
Step 1: Wear bathing suits as
everyday garments. Ladies, tie your
two-piece suits back up in
exchange for normal underwear,
just knowing they are underneath
four other layers of clothing in the
middle o f the rainy season will help
extend your bliss.
Gentlemen, sport your board
shorts regardless of the season. If
they get wet, they dry quicker then
most denim and almost never
wrinkle. Plus, when the time
comes, you are guaranteed to be
the first to hit the beach.
Step 2: Moisturize with sun
block. The sleek shine sun block
gives your skin a glossy look while
tanning on the sand can now be
used to keep pores moist and dry
skin free from cracking. Try scents
like coconut and ocean breeze to
attract fellow sun worshippers on
campus. Heads will turn and you’ll
never burn.
Step 3: Party on a week day. For
example, Pow ntow n Brewing
Company offers Pint Night every
Tuesday. Use this as an excuse to
get in a solid night of dancing and
debauchery on the most random
night o f the week. After all, was
there any such thing as a “week
day” in the middle of summer? The
hangover and sleepless nights may
contribute to a lack of comprehen
sion in your morning classes but
your social life will continue to
flourish.
Step 4: Set up a tent in your own
backyard. Student living is cramped
anyway, why not extended your
living space by pitching a tent in
the yard? The view from the win
dow will always remind you of the
good times you had away on vaca
tion. Not to mention any visitors,
family members, drunk friends and
moochers will now be out of your
house, but still close enough to feel
at home.
Step ,S: Strap your surfboard back
on the top o f your car. F.ven in
December the fact that your board
is still on call will keep you d.iydreaming until June. Although the
added drag and wind resistance
may force you to fill your tank a bit
more often, isn’t the sight of that

A 1234567
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sleek board w'orth it? Throw all
thoughts about how people will
perceive you because the beach is
just over the hills. No board? Try a
colorful mini surfboard key chain
instead.
Step 6: Break the early morning
blues by drying off with a large
beach towel after your shower.
Palm trees, dolphins and seashells
are a great pick-me-up. Plus, you’ll
never have to worry about acci
dentally drying off with your “I’m
only going to shower twice a week
to conserve water” environmental
ist roommate’s stiff towel.
Step 7: Remember the smell o f
barbecue and campfire smoke? Buy
an indoor grill for your kitchen
stove. Now you can cook ham
burgers and hot dogs with authen
tic grill marks year-round. Note:
some smoking can occur when
using the grill indoors. This is an
advantage because the smoky
smell will linger in the house,
your clothing and hair long after
dinner. Smoke alarms may go off
though, so be ventilated.
Step 8: Acquire fireworks to
light for an easy, instant memory. I
recommend, but don’t necessarily

Voted SLO's
Best Pizza
18 times! ,
- Nev T ime* flatter* P»ll

in

2005

encourage, using
illegal fireworks
when
available.
They give the
biggest bang for
your buck and add
a sense of summer
mischief to your
night. C’an't find
fireworks? You're
in college, so don't
pretend
you
^ haven’t figured out
how to blow things

Step 9: Kent Major League
Baseball video games. Although the
postseason is still continuing, the
withdrawals can be brutal come
early January. W hat’s summer with
out division rivalries, ball parks and
hot dogs? Get in a healthy dose of
Guerrero, Jeter and Pujols to
extend summer fun.
Step 10: Skip class. If the first
nine steps just aren’t doing it for
you, find a day where skipping class
will have the least amount o f
impact on your grade. Midterms,
finals, and assignment due dates not
recommended. Sleep in, hang
around in your pajamas and catch
up on you favorite daytime shows.
Class can wait; you have a date with
summer.

Ask M ustang M on
Got a question
you can task
vour mom?
Send your questions to

must«ngdailyonlinc^qfn«il.com
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Voted Cal Poly's
Favorite Pizza!
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+ tax

Always available! No coupon needed!
Additional toppings
ea (Goifmet $2.19ea.)
Not goodw/other often Must showraUstudent D.

Awad-W'inning Pizza* Flesh Salads «WiMeBread «Wings
FfostedCimaBiead • Peanut Butter & Chocolate Pie'
Bottomless Sodas • Ice Cold Brews on Tap • Video Games
Multiple TVs, Including an HD BIG Screen, w/Sports Always On

FREE WiFi Available!!!!
• Check our menu, deals & more at: WWW.WOOdstOCkSSlo.COITi
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Spotught
W eird
continued from page 7

Phone 805-543-2526

humorous hits, but also six music
videos, a karaoke-style sing-a-long
and a behind-the-scenes documen
tary on the other side.
The six music videos, which were
produced by animation artists, are
good for a few laughs, but they don’t
compare toYankovic’s self-produced
“White & Nerdy.”
And if that isn’t enough for you,
Yankovic’s Web site features a free
download of the song “You’re
Pitiful,” a parody of James Blunt’s
“You’re Beautiful.” The song was
originally supposed to be on
“Straight Outta Lynwood,” but
Blunt’s record company put a stop to
it — clearly all the more reason to
give It a listen.

“Canadian Idiot” marks the
weakest of the tracks, however, as it
is far too short and features consid
erably weaker lyrics than the other
parodies.
“Folkarama!” is sure to be a hit
among music buffs. Weird A1 sings
the lyrics of popular songs — such as
“Let’s Get It Started,” “Don’t Cha”
and “(iold Digger,” to name a few
— while “The Chicken Dance”
plays in the background. The upbeat,
cheery rhythm of the ridiculous
tune contrasted with the random
lyrics makes for a great success.
Along with the parodies, “Straight
Outta Lynwood”
also features some
fantastic originals.
“Virus Alert,” by
far the best, covers
the crazy things a
virus can do to
your computer.
Most of the
symptoms are not
to be e.xpected —
like making “your
iPod only play
Jethro Tull” and
buying “a ware
house full of pink
leotards” — and
the off-the-wall
lyrics leave us
feeling thankful
that our comput
ers aren’t among
the victims.
c:OURTKSV PHoro
“Straight Outta
Lynwood”
not Weird A1 Yankovic, a Cal Poly graduate, recently
only includes 12 released his album “Straight Outta Lynwood.”
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Friday the 13th: A
ALO to perform at UU Hour
spool^ ni^t of flicks
Kathrene Tiffin

M U S T A N G DAILY

Ronnie Meehan
M U S T A N C ; D A ILY

What
better
way to spend the
infamous Friday
the
13th than
watching a variety
of classic horror
movies?
The San Luis
O b i

s

p o

International Film
Festival is holding
the Friday the
13th Film Fest on,
yes, this Friday. It
will be sure to sat
isfy any horror
ju n k ie’s craving
and
scare the
socks off those
who are still afraid
of the dark. So get
COURI KSYmolí)
out
that holy
Zombie-American” starring Ed Helms of
water, put
on
The Daily Show,” will play at 11:30 p.m.
those
trusty
Depends, and get
ready for a world class spookin’. ment. Soon enough Dracula,
Frankenstein’s Monster, and The
Here is what is playing:
The Palm Theatre will show Wolfman are running rampant in
the 1920 silent film version of London.
The Underground will have
“Dr.Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” from 7
two more separate screenings
to 8:30 p.m.
John Barrymore stars as both from 9 to 11 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.
Dr. Henry jekyll and Mr. Henry to 1 a.m.
Starting at 9 p.m. will be the
Hyde. Dr. jekyll finds a way to
2005
Australian short comedy
unleash two separate personalities
in one person, but when he does “The People,” which was featured
it to himself it turns into a battle at the 2006 SLO International
Film Festival.
of good vs. evil.
The 1968 version of “Night of
Dr.Jekyll and Mr. Hyde tickets
the Living Dead” plays next. A
are all $10.
From 6:30 to 8:1.S p.m.. The group of people take shelter in a
Underground
(next
to farmhouse while bloodthirsty
Woodstock’s Pizza) will show two zombies try to make them a tasty
snack. This cult classic made a
movies for all ages.
The 19.S3 short comedy niche for low-budget horror films
“Spooks” will start it off. The and started the zombie movie
movie stars the loveable and craze.
Playing at 11:30 p.m. is
laughable Three Stooges who
play private detectives working to “Zombie-American” starring Ed
find a missing girl held captive in Helms o f “The Daily Show.”
Director Nick Poppy tries to show
a mad scientist’s mansion.
Next up is “Abbot and that zombies have feelings too.
Costello Meet Frankenstein.”This Helms plays Glen, a zombie who
1948 classic is considered by enjoys playing basketball and doing
many to be the best horror com crossword puzzles, and is also on
edy ever. Bud and Lou play two the lookout for a girlfriend.
Finishing up the night will be
unfortunate freight handlers who
“Evil Dead II.” This 1987 horone night get a monster size shipror/com edy will
make you laugh
out loud and gag
with disgust. Bruce
Campbell
plays
r ,,
Ash, the only sur
vivor from the first
“Evil Dead,” who
once again must
battle the evil soulpossessing demons.
Tickets for each
screening are avail
able at the door,
first come first
serve. Funds will
be donated to the
San Luis Obispo
International Film
Festival.
All
other
screenings start at
$10. Members of
COURTRSYPHOTO SLOIFF pay $8,
• and «tudemsA
■studerHs/chil-'
The 1987 horror/comedy film “Evil Dead II”
«and
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Animal Liberation Orchestra
(ALO), will bring their California
style and soulful grooves to UU
Hour today fkim 11 a.m. to noon.
The four-member band includes
Steve Adams on bass and vocals,
David Brogan on drums and vocals,
Zach Gill on keyboard and vocals
and Dan Lebowitz on guitars, per
cussion and vocals.
The band has toured with college
friend Jack Johnson and released
their first album “Fly Between Falls”
in April which includes tracks “CJirl,
1 Wanna Lay You Down,”
“Barbeque” and “Walls of Jericho.”
“For us, ALCT is more than just a
band and we’re more than just a
group of great friends making music
together ... ALCT is our lifestyle,” the
band said on their Web site.
“All four of us share a real interest
in continually learning about nuisic
— new styles, new ways of playing,
new ways of engaging an audience
— and that’s something that we
GOURIRSYPHOrO
never want to stop,” Lebowitz said Animal Liberation Orchestra will perform at 11 a.m. today during UU Hour.
on the Web site.
ALO
performed
at
San
record.
they got these songs that really stick in
Francisco’s Independent club w'hem
“They can improvise and jam as your head as well,” Jack Johnson said,
they broke the venue’s ticket sales good as anyone I’ve ever seen. But found on the band’s Wed site.
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FRANKS FAMOUS PANCAKE BREAKFAST

3 BIG PANCAKES, 2 EGGS (any style)
and Choice of 3 pieces of bacon,
sausage, or linguisa ONLY $4.66
Pancakes only for $2.60
FRANKS FAMOUS
BREAKFAST BURRITO

WORLD FAMOUS
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

2 eggs, 2 pieces bacon,
Cheddar cheese, home fries,
tomato, onions and saisa,
in a BIG tortilla $4.66 + tax

2 eggs, 2 pieces bacon,
Cheddar cheese, mayo,
iettuce, tomato, onions on a
BIG wheat bun $3.26 + tax

LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS
HOT DOG LOVERSII!

MONSTER BURGER DAYS

HOT DOG
HAPPY HOURI

WEDNESDAYS
A hand made patty, over 1/2
lb. of meat with bacon,
cheese, iettuce, tomatoes,
onions and our special sauce.

TUESDAYS
from 5-8 p.m.
ANY DOG ONLY $1.85
6:30a.m. to 9p.m.
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('ireenwalt
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W R I T E A LETTER
Mustang Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for graimnar, profanities
and length. Letters, commentaries and
cartoons do not represent the views of
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length
to 250 words. Letters should include
the writer’s full name, phone number,
major and class standing. Letters must
come from a Cal Poly e-mail account.
Do not send letters as an attachment.
Please send the text in the body of the
e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdaiIyopinions@gmail.com
By mail;
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
C:al Poly, SLO, CA 93407
CORRECTIONS
T he Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the C'al Poly campus and
the neighboring coninninity. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdaily@gniail.coni

NOTICES
The Mustang 1)aily is a “designat
ed public forum.” Student editors
have full authority to make all con
tent decisions without censorship or
.idvance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free news
paper; howevrr, the removal of more
than one copy of the paper per day is
subject to a cost o f .50 cents per
issue.
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Taking the SLO life into slow motion
44

lease, keep in
mind
that
Spaniards have
a “go with the flow” mental
ity, things will get done
when they get done. So if
you have to wait awhile, for
whatever it may be, do not
think it is because you are a
foreigner. Just take it easy.
Rcla.\."
N AM E:
The 2!)0 of us w'aiting to
Ronny Beer
start our lives in Barcelona all
kind of laughed and pretend
ed to understand what the M A JO R :
History
director of our program was
talking about in her last few
words of orientation.
CO U N TR Y:
It was 6 p.m. when we
Spain
were released from the pro
gram center to explore the
city and naturally, we were all
Next Thursday:
pretty hungry. All over the
city, there are bars and small
Am y Asman
restaurants that serve tapas,
checks in from
which are small quantities of
New York City.
food typically displayed
behind glass on the bar top.
Excited to embrace the
p.m.; and if you ask for your check
Spanish culture, a small group of us
by midnight, it’s possible to be out
entered the first bar we saw. 1
the door the following morning
sensed something was off when
(which usually works out, consider
there was no food behind the glass.
ing many clubs do not even open
In my “I’ve only been here one
until 3 a.ni.).
day” Spanish, 1 asked the bartender
One of my professors is constant
if they were serving food. This
ly trying to
question elicited a laugh, an “are help
us
you crazy” look and finally a “no.” A m erican
I was not sure if he was laughing at s t u d e n t s
my Spanish or my question, but understand
after repeating this at the next four the cultural
restaurants, I realized that they are differences
not kidding when they say that b e t w e e n
“early birds” do not sit down to Spain and
dinner before 9 p.m. We cried a lit the United
tle and then half of the party ran to States. He
Hard Rock Cafe.
particularly
You better believe that those of likes
to
us who waited had our faces emphasize that Americans are
pressed up against the doors at 9 money-hungry and live to work as
p.m. sharp.
opposed to Spaniards who work to
Here is a brief summary of what live.
sitting down to a meal in Spain is
As an outsider attempting to
like: If you are seated at 9 p.m., you integrate, I can vouch for the latter,
will receive your menus at 9:15 To begin with, everything is closed
p.m.; you may locate your waiter on Sundays and bank holidays,
15 minutes later to order, and Between
September
and
receive drinks by 9:45 p.m. Dinner, December, Barcelona has six of
not necessarily everything you those. Furthermore, we have this
ordered, is served around 10:30 amazing thing called “siesta” every

PI

'

tination.
My very first day
here, I met Alicia (pro
nounced Alithia), a
Barcelona native. She
was so excited to meet
an American who she
could speak English
with, and proceeded to
spend the rest of the day
showing me around the
neighborhood and tak
ing me out to lunch. 1
later asked her if she had
things to do, and she
said, “ Nothing that can’t
wait. What’s two hours?”
What a concept, I
thought to myself.
It turns out that she
spent the last three sum
mers working in San
Francisco, so she is
familiar
with
the
American culture.
At one point, she
made
fun of college stu
Ronny Beer shown far right
dents’ drinking habits
and the process of taking
shot after shot after shot.
day from 2 to 4 p.m. Among
She
explained
that in Spain, when
natives, this time is spent eating
you go out to bars, you go to
lunch and resting for about 10 to
15 minutes. Also, all stores outside socialize, and maybe by the end of
the night — four or five hours
of the high tourist areas are closed.
later — you may have had three or
Some stores like to shut down as
four drinks.
early as 1 p.m., and in my neigh“We take it easy, relax, have
_________________
b o rh o o d ,
fun,” she said.
never open
As always, inconveniences creep
back up.
into this lovely lifestyle. Customer
W
e
service, along with the concept of
Americans
“to-go,” do not exist here. And as
joke that
much as f am an advocate of sitting
Spaniards
down to a cup of coffee, some
do not like
times 1just want the paper cup.
money and
This morning, 1 walked to my
we make
favorite coffee shop and asked for a
fun of their
cappuccino “para llevar,” a term I
la id -b a c k
think the waitress learned shortly
l if e s t y l e .
before I did. I left the shop and
but there’s something about it that
started on my way to class, I kept
makes me never want to leave. my head up and reminded myself
Everything is done here for the where 1 was.
purpose of enjoyment. There is
1 have the privilege to walk to
more focus on the process rather class on decorated streets, among
than the finish line — the process historical buildings and through the
of eating, drinking coffee, drink- ancient Roman quarter. So why
ing alcohol. As an American, I feel am I in a hurry?
as though 1 am always running —
I realized that time may equal
to class, to the museums, to din- money in our capitalistic society,
ner. to the bars, to clubs — even but all the money in the world will
when I do not have a specific des never buy me this time again.

... I realized that they
are not kidding when
they say that “ early
birds” do not sit down
before 9 p.m.
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STAFF COMMENTARY
think they can veer into the car
lanes, cut drivers off, and then not
stop at stop signs as 1 am still slam
ming on my brakes trying, against
my better instincts, not to run over
them in my car. Speaking of cars, my
fellow drivers know that we’re the
ones usually racking up the tickets
on campus. So now you understand
Zone* a euphem ism
why
1 was more than a little pleased
for ‘Ticket Zone*
to see those bikers, who think
Anyone else think the bike regu
lations on this campus are absolutely they’re driving cars, to finally get
ticketed like cars. To sum things up
ridiculous? Tm glad I’m doing
favors for several factions (myself, my — way to go Cal Poly five-o. Keep
up the equal opportunity ticketing!
bank account, the environment, the
Julie Bartók
school, bus riders, everyone else who
BiolofT)' senior
still insists on driving to campus...),
and University Police Department
Mustang Graphics and its
thanks me by pulling me over on
my way to class (and potentially fin staff win be missed
There was a short article in the
ing me $1(K) in the future) because
Oct.
4 Cal Poly Report announcing
I’m riding my bike in a “Walk Your
that Mustang Graphics (which
bike” zone. I’m sorry, but what the
hell is the point of riding my bike to includes Pony Prints in the library)
will be closed next month. This was
school if all but one road is a “Walk
shocking news.
Your bike” zone?!
As a staff member in an academic
The university says, in response to
department.
I’ve utilized the services
our parking complaints, that we
of Mustang Graphics for many years.
should take advantage of other ,
It’s currently run under the C'al Poly
means of transportation, yet doesn’t
Corporation (Foundation), but it
facilitate our choosing said means.
had formerly been state-run, and for
Why am I not allowed to ride my
awhile had gone by the name of
bike, well, anywhere?! And if UPD is
Reprographics.
going to cite me for riding in the
It’s true that some of the services
walk zone, they damn well better
that Mustang Graphics could pro
cite the idiots who obliviously walk vide on-site had become limited, in
in the only place I’m technically
part due to the need to replace
allowed to ride my bike. Next time
equipment: but they still ran the
you hear about a bicyclist/pedestrian majority of our jobs, and as far as 1
hit-and-run on Via Carta, there’s a
could tell were doing a booming
good chance it was me.
business. I was pleased when they
Emily Doris
purchased a new plate-maker over
Chdl etif^nccring senior
the summer. This meant fewer jobs
would have to be outsourced to offBikers riding fllegaDy deserve campus printers — a big reason w'hy
citations
the news was so unexpected.
IVrhaps the C’al Poly C'orporation
I never thought I wtiuld be writ
ing a letter thanking the police,
has some plan in mind that wasn’t
especially not the University Police
divulged in the C'al Poly Report.
after the obscene number of parking But as it stands now, it appears there
tickets I have accumulated over the
will be no walk-up print shop on
years. Nevertheless, here it is: a thank campus — even the small place that
was on the first floor of the UU is
you note. Today. I was fortunate
enough to witness two of C!al Poly’s now gone — a great inconvenience
finest men in blue giving tickets to a to students, faculty, and staff alike.
whole line of bikers who had been
The student-run University
Graphic Systems is still open, but
caught doing something illegal.
doesn’t offer the same services. I’m
Iliank fW .
most disappointed by the closing of
I really cannot stand how bikers
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Mustang Graphics and Pony Prints
because it means the loss of a won
derful staff'.
Though some things changed at
Mustang Graphics over the years,
one thing that stayed consistent was
the outstanding service of its
employees, including student assis
tants. They are all incredibly
knowledgeable, professional, hard
working and friendly, and 1 will
miss them greatly.
Michele Abba
Afusic department staff member

en I transferred to
al Poly last fall,
one of the first
things I said was that 1 was going
to get run over by a bicycle before
1 graduated. Although it hasn’t
happened yet, I still think I am
correct.
Now, don’t get clever and pur
posely try to find me to run me
down.
1
u n d e rs ta n d
that bicycles
are an easy
and economi
cal way to get
to class, but it
is becoming a
major hassle
for those of us
on foot.
There are
certain rules
the university
has
imple
mented to try
to keep us
p e d e s tria n s
safe. But for
some reason,
all you bikers
out there are

Don*t b la m e everyth in g
o n the D em o cr a ts
Well, it looks like Matt Bushman
is starting off this year (You can’t
hug your children with nuclear
arms, Oct. 11,2006) the way he
ended last year, spouting only the
facts that suit his theories and
ignoring the others.
Let’s see where to start. First
off, as far as North Korea goes,
blaming Clinton and Carter is a bit
interesting, considering that the
Democrats’ 12 years in office over
this time pale next to the
Republicans’ 18 years in office
since 1976. If anyone had anything
to do with it, you’d think it’d be
the ones who were there most of
the time, (^h wait, I forgot.
Democrat’s manage their time bet
ter so they can get more done (bla
tant sarcasm).
Let me put it this way: If a bomb
had gone off in early 2001, before
Bush had a chance to do anything,
I’d say that maybe it wasn’t his
fault. As it is, Clinton hasn’t nego
tiated for six years. Why is it that
Republicans always want to blame
him for everything? Ah yes,
because it’s easier than admitting
that they did something wrong.
And let’s not forget under
whose watch the bomb went off
either.
Please Mr. Bushman, I’d appre
ciate it if your arguments were
something that a third grader’s
knowledge of recent history could
n’t unravel.
Troy Kuersten
Aerospace emjineerinti senior
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Bike rage is all the
rage on cam pus

H -r

Stop sign and didn’t even think
twice about applying her brakes.
If I was not already paranoid
about this problem, I would have
been a new design on the pave
ment. At least slow down until
you are sure there are no pedestri
ans before you go on your way.
Walk zones mean walk. Are
these signs invisible to some peo
ple? These are
walk
zones
because they
are so busy
with foot traf
fic that it’s too
dangerous to
ride. Some of
you may have
been warned
by
the
U n iv e rs ity

Just staying behind
(pedestrians) and
then dardng
around them
when you get a
chance is very
dangerous.
One wrong move
and we’ll be
pancakes.

e i t h e r

unaware
of
these rules, or you’re completely
ignoring them. So let’s just go
over a few minor details to make
sure all of us make it to our grad
uation w’ithout an unfortunate
accident.
Stop signs mean STOP! Do
you run them when you’re dri
ving? Probably not. So, where are
you getting the guts to run stop
signs on your bike? While I was
crossing the street on my way to
school last week there was a car at
a stop sign on campus. Right
before I got out of the car’s way a
bicyclist came darting through the
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P o l i c e
Departm ent

last week, but
I
doubt
they’re
still
just warning.
They
will
ticket you if
you decide to
take a chance
and
ride
through these
walkways and few people are
going to have sympathy for you.
Let people know where you
are. When riding through a busy
walkway, speak up when you’re
behind someone who is in your
way. Saying “on your right,” lets
people know you’re behind them
and they can get out of your way
on the left. Just staying behind
them and then darting around
them when you get a chance is
very dangerous. One wrong move
and we’ll be pancakes.
Stay to the right. The right side
o f the road is your friend. Whejj_
you’re on a city road just stick by
the rules you probably learned as
a child. The right is for bikes and
the left is for walking. It’s frus
trating when you’re trying to get
somewhere and there is a bicyclist
annoyed that you’re in their way
when the other side o f the street
is completely free. It is a lot easier
for a bicyclist to get over there
than it is for me. It is a little hard
er to abide by this rule on cam
pus, but just keep it in mind.
Stay in the bike lanes, they are
also your friend. There is nothing
more annoying than getting stucl^.
behind a bicyclist who halfway in
the street. It makes drivers have to
go three mph behind them until
there is enough room to pass.
Some people have road rage
and I guess I have bike rage. If
everyone can abide by the same
rules, at least most o f the time, I
think everyone will feel a lot safer
and I can have faith I’ll make it to
my graduation without a bike in
my back.

Kathrene Tiffin is a Journalism
senior, Mustang Daily staff writer and
Spotlij^ht editor who is hikerageous.
JAMES GLEN MUSTANGDAU.Y
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“Working as an obituary edit<ir
tor years jaded to me to the death
aspect, instead it made me realize
that when students write about
death, they usually associate it w ith
old age,” Medley said.“ Because stu
dents associate death with age,
when they think about long into
the tiiture it helps them realize tlieir
goals and gives them direction.”
After realizing that the empty
seat in his class was assigned for
Jimenez, Medley said he thought a
ddferent angle to the self-obituary
assignment was necessary.
“Seeing that he (Jimenez) was
enrolled in our class but never made
It. 1 felt it would put a face to the
tragedy and add some perspective
because that eiTiptx ^e.it could h,ive
been anyone,” Medley said.
“Nobody thinks they’re going to
die young, and when you can put it
into perspective it gets you to face
the tact of your own mortaht). '
Though green to the world of
academia, many of Medlev '' tiesiimen found the letter noth enlighteinng and difficult.
”1 thought it was a good w.iy to
vent my feelings about soinetlnng

D

a ily

so tragic. It helped
me get everything a
out,” said layUir
./ step
Humphrey, a city
and regional plan
is „0,, .
- - ....... . -«r next otu, EVery
X’
l
io
they
will
/
,
^^r,e>ite,i ’n,ey „re /,.■ ■
ning
freshman.
r
.tor the next srr„
^
'’tiomitni
She added that
"OW,nti„g the roks of„,en ^ a n d
she
felt
that
'y shitty aaors.
■^ ''^'‘ ^''’‘‘ '•‘^••'-'■¡seesomepret:
everyone
has
‘'>^■''0 is much to he U,
their time to go
'‘Y '^ouug
.........
and no matter
their age, w'hen
excused ... ,
''
‘hoy have
they are sup
nation
posed to leave
"
- I"äy I, „
y y f r
y"""' ' W ™„.V.
they do — it “y hits. It
Hum,
was
just
Jimenez's time.
.............. ..... .........
While some
Hollin Hroohs
students wrote
about
tbeir
^ ‘•‘‘’■^‘otogy twdmmn
e.vperiences throughout
then til St week of crbi'x 1 attempt
end most of his students felt
ing t( t'gurativeK fil' Jmienez in on
wh.u lie m is-r. ..ti> • e.eLided to the paper was a positive experi
elaboi.ite on how Ins deatti impact ence.
“I hoped they wouKl look at
ed them personali'v
“ 1 feel hk» it helped me realize him (Innenez) as a friend they
iiow luc\y 1 am and ic nas encour woiilil never know, and tor a lot of
aged me to love e\er\ moment them that’s how they felt while
spent here,” psychologs freshman tuining the papers in,” .Medley
s.nd “It's putting a face on this
Stephanie Infer said.
Though Medley admitted the tragedy that helped students learn
assignment would be a siifficult important .ispects about life, he
one, he said he was pleased that in added.
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people ill tears and some trying to
reach loved ones by cell phone.
“It w.isn’t until I was halfw.iy
home that 1 started shaking. Hie
whole memory of an airplane flying
into a building and .icross the street
from your home. It’s a little too close
to home,” Sara Green, 40, who lives
.icross the street from The Belaire. “It
crossed my mind that it was some
thing bigger or the start of something
bigger.”
Outside Lidle’s home in (ilendora,
(kilif., neighbors and others quickly
conv'erged. Keri Pasqua, a close friend
of the pkiyer’s wife, and Mary Varela,
Lidle’s iiKither-in-law, told reporters
that Melanie Lidle wasn’t home and
they weren’t certain if she knew
about the crash.
“This is a tragedy for everybody
involved,” a teary-eyed Varela said.
Kevin Lidle, Cxiry Lidle’s twin
brother, said on C N N ’s “L.irry King
Live” that he had spoken to their par
ents, who were “obviously h.aving a
tough time.”
“But what can you do? Somehow
you hang in there and you get
through it,” he said. “I’ve had a Kit of
calls from friends and family, people
calling and crying. And they’ve
released some emotions, and I haven’t
done that yet. I don’t know — I guess
I’m in some kind of state of shock.”
On Sunday, the day after the
Yinkees were eliminated from the
playoffs, Lidle cleaned out his locker
at Yankee Stadium and talked about
his interest in flying.
He said he intended to fly back to
C!alifornia in several d.iys and planned
to make a few stops. C'ory Lidle had
reserved a room for Wednesday night
at the historic Union Station hotel in
downtown Nashville, Tenn., hotel
spokeswoman Melanie Fly said.
I idle discussed with reporters the
plane crash that killed John F;
Kennedy Jr. and how he h.id read the
accident report on the N'l SB Web
site.
Lidle,
acquired
from
the
Pliil.idelpliia Phillies on July .^0, told
The New York Times last month that
his four-seat C'irrus SK20 was safe.
“The w hole plane has a parachute
on It,” l idle s.iid. “Ninety-nine per
cent t>f pilots that go up never have
engine failure, and the I percent that
do usually land it. But if you’re up in
the air and something goes wmng.
you pull that parachute, and the
w hole plane gties down slowly.”
Lidle pitched 1 1/3 innings in the

fourth and final game of the Division
Series against the 1Detroit Tigers and
gave up three earneil runs, but was
not the losing pitcher. He had a 1210 regular-season record with a 4.S.S
ERA.
He pitched with the Phillies
before coming to the Yankees. He
began his career in 1007 with the
Mets, and also pitched foi Timpa B.iy.
Oakland,Toronto and C'iiicinnati.
Lidle’s $6.3 million, two-year con
tract, signed with the Phillies in
November 2004, contained a provi
sion saying the team could get out of
p.iying the remainder if he were
injured or killed while flying a plane.
Because the regular season is over,
Lidle already had received the full
amount.
After the Yankees’ defeat at the
hands of the Tigers, Lidle c.illed in to
WFAN sports-talk radio two d.iys
before the crash to defend manager
Joe Torre, and said: “I want to win as
much as anybody. 13ut what am I sup
posed to do? Go cry in my apartment
for the next two weeks.”
Lidle was an outcast among some
teammates throughout his career
becMuse he became a replacement
player in P)95, when ni.ijor leaguers
were on strike.
Among the baseball stars killed in
plane crashes were
Roberto
Clemente. Pittsburgh Pirates out
fielder, killed Dec. 31,1972, at age 3b
while en route to Nicaragua to aid
earthquake victims; and Munson, the
Yankee catcher killed Aug. 2, 1979, at
age 32 in (?anton, Ohio.
“ It’sjust s.idder than sad,” said New
York Mets pitching coach Rick
Peterson, who was Lidle’s pitching
coach in Oakl.ind. “It’s horrific. It’s
almost unbelievable. It’s a surreal
moment.”
Young May (?ha. a 23-year-oiil
Ciornell Universitv' medical student,
saul she was walking back from the
grocery store dow n E.ist 72nd .Street
when she s.iw stimething come across
the sky and cr.ish iim> the buiidinc.
(dia said there appeared to be snuike
coming fniin behind the am ritr. .iiui
“it Kioked like it was flviiig erratic.illy for the short time that I saw it.’
Former NT SB director |im Hall
said in a telephone interview lie sloes
not understaiul how a plane lould
get so close ts> a New York tars'
building after Sept. 11.
“We’re uiuler a high alert aiul you
wouki .issunie that if something like
this happened, people would have
known about it before it occurreil.
not after.” Hall s.nd.
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Celebrities adopting children from poor countries raises questions
Celean Jacobson
Ass()( lAlll) I’Kf SS

JO H A N N ESBU R G ,
South
Africa — Reports that Madonna
may hav'e adopted a Malawian child
have focused attention on foreign
adoptions in Africa — and raised
questions about whether it’s in an
African child’s best interest to he
spirited away to the wealthy West.
“Are celebrities doing it for the
right reasons and not to make a
statement?’’ asked I’am Wilson of
the Johannesburg Cdiild Welfare
Society. C?omments on talk radio
across the region have been even
more pointed, with callers accusing
the pop-music star of going on a
“shopping expedition.’’
At this time, current legislation
in Malawi does not even allow for
inter-country adoptions. This
would make it illegal for Madonna
to take home a child from Malawi,
although there are rumors that
restrictions were to be waived for
her.
The adoption of children from
poorer nations — Cambodia,
Ethiopia, Romania — by rich for
eigners has been happening for
decades. Angelina Jolie adopted her
son, Maddox, from Cambodia and
her
daughter
Zahara
from
Ethiopia. Mia Farrow, now the
mother of 14, began adopting chil
dren from poor countries in 1973
with an orphan from the Vietnam

War.
option,” said Jackie Schoeman, don’t think it would be an alien
Wilson said there would always executive director of (]otlands, a culture because tluA' would have
be a “demand’’ for children from South African organization that grown up exposed to it. But will
developing countries.
cares for children affected by HI\'. they have felt better staying at
“There is a shortage of healthy
“ For us, first prize is to place the home?” she asked.
babies in the First World, particu- kids locally or even regionally. If
At the heart of the matter is the
larly now when there is no longer- the only other option is for them motivation of people wanting to
such a stigma to being a single par- to be in a long-term institutional adopt orphans from troubled coun
ent and there are few babies in the then we would consider interna- tries, especially HIV-positive chil
system,’’ she said.
dren.
Adoptions of orphans
—
.......
“Sometimes
the
from abroad have been
response is emotional.
increasing steadily in the
They just want to help
A d op tions o f orphans
United States — to more
without understanding
from
abroad
have
been
than 22,()()(» in 2004.
the long-term implica
increasing
steadily
in
the
tions,’’ Schoeman said.
Russia,
Cdiina
and
Guatemala have been the
Some advocacy groups
U n ited States — to m ore
main sources of these chilin the United States say
than 2 2 ,0 0 0 in 2004.
dren;'only a few hundred
Americans seeking to
per year have come from
adopt should turn first to
Africa.
children in the U.S. foster
By 2010, the U.N. esti
care system, but Adam
Bertman — executive director of
mates, 18 million African children tional adoption.’’
the
Evan B. Donaldson Adoption
Schoeman * said there were
will have lost a parent to AIDS.
Already there are more than 43 advantages to international adop Institute — says both domestic and
million orphans on the world’s tions. Recently one of the children overseas adoptions are growing,
for whom her organization cares and should be encouraged.
poorest continent.
In Africa, orphans usually are was adopted by parents in the U.S.
As for celebrities adopting poor
absorbed into extended families, and now can receive medical care children from Africa, Bertman said
but AIDS has affected many of the unavailable in South Africa.
there was no reason to be critical
people who might have traditional
However, Schoeman and others or cynical.
ly provided support. So, many of are concerned about the long-term
“They’re doing what more
those millions who have lost par effects of such a big move on a Americas all over the country are
ents to AIDS or other causes are child, particularly in the develop doing — adopting children,” he
cared for by orphanages — or find ment of cultural and individual said.“More Americans are adopting
themselves living on the streets.
identities.
from abroad, more are adopting
While some may see a great
“We don’t really know enough from Africa...They (the celebrities)
need being left unfilled, interna- about what a black child growing just happen to be getting the attentional adoptions are not “an easy up in Finland is going to feel. 1 tion.’’

“ Is there a self-serving aspect to
it? 1 don't have any idea,” Bertman
said.“ I hey didn't do anything fun
damentally different from other
families. They did a really good
thing for a couple of kids.”
There is increasing desire among
conmuinities to keep vulnerable <.)r
orphaned children within them,
said Bill Bhilbrick, manager of the
Hope for the Atlanta, ( ¡a.-based
African
Ghildreii
Initiative
(HACM),a pan-African effort estab
lished in 2()0() as a partnership
between organizations such as
CARE, Save the Children UK and
World Vision.
To make it easier to care for such
children within their own commu
nity, said Bhilbrick, grandparent-;,
extended families or caregivers
need help to access AIDS treat
ments and other medical and
health care as well as educatitin and
food security.
“ International adoptions are not
a solution. The answer is support
ing the community,” he said.
Which is what Eye of the Cdiild,
a child rights group in Malawi, has
called on Madonna to do. In an
open letter to “Madam Madonna”
the organization urges her to help
fund existing programs in Malawi
to help vulnerable children. The
group also applauded etVorts by her
charity. Raising Malawi, which
aims to set up an orphan care cen
ter.

Study: Marijuanas active ingredient m ay actually improve m em ory
James Heggen
Iowa StAit Daiiy (Iowa Statk U.)
AMES, Iowa — It seems sacrificing
your memory now could lead to sav
ing it in the fiiture.
A new study, published in the jour
nal Molecular Bharmaceutics by
reseaa'hers at the Scripps Research
Institute in C'.alifornia has found that
the active ingredient in marijuana
may prevent the progression of
Alzheimer’s disease.
The link between marijuana and
Alzheimer’s disease lies in the active
ingredient, said Dr. Robert Bender,
geriatrician at the Johnny O rr
Memory Center and Healthy Living
Institute, who specializes in diseases of
old age with an interest in memoirdisorder.
“Wh.it various studies annind the
w’orld are starting to show is that the
basic ingredient in marijuana, the
cannabis, may actually increase the
level of a neurotransmitter called
acetylcholine, which we need to form
new memories.” Bender said. “It also

may block the formation of some
thing called amyloid plaques.”
Amyloid plaques are very common
in the brains affected by Alzheimer’s
disease and may be a key to why
patients develop the disease. Bender
said. Blaques result when the brain
cannot breakdown amyloid normally.
The resulting build-up of plaques
impair brain function and nerve trans
mission.
He also said researchers have found
that the cannabis may decrease
inflammation in the brain of patients
who have Alzheimer’s disease.
“Inflammation is something that
results fiom whatever is going on in
the brain to lead to Alzheimer’s dis
ease and there is some feeling that if
we can decrease the inflammation, the
pnx'ess may be slowed down, that is
the process of deterioration that
patients experience,” he said.
In Bender’s opinion, since this
research doesn’t get at the cause of
Alzheimer’s, it will probably lead to a
treatment, rather than a cure.
“Even in the most optimistic view.

it probably will not be a cure. It may
be something that leads us to develop
another way of slowing the progress
down,” he said.
If you’re wondering how the active
ingredient in marijuana promotes
memory, but you still can’t remember
where you put your keys. Bender has
some insight.
“It’s probably because of, as far as I
can tell, the sedating effect of the
drug, the way that people take it.
When you’re sedated, you’re not alert
and when you’re not alert, you don’t
remember things as well.” Bender
said.

Students

Fly Cheaper
San Francisco $ 1 5 1

1-800-859-4109

www.bartendu8a.la

juana will probably have to be refined
and people would have to find ways
to make sure that the side effects don’t
outweigh the potential benefits,” he
said. “I feel confident that we will not
be prescribing for people to smoke
marijuana, but it may be that tht*y can
isolate chemicals, perhaps alter them a
little bit that are in marijuana and
eventually use them therapeutically.”
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Sample Fares from Santa Bart>ara to:

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

For those of you on your way to go
smoke some pot in the name of neu
rological health. Bender w-ould sug
gest you put down the bong.
“We certainly would never recom
mend that people smoke marijuana to
prevent Alzheimer’s disease,” Bender
said.
Smoking marijuana will not be the
solution for treatment of Alzheimer’s
disease in Bender’s opinion. What he
expects is that there will be much
work to refine and isolate chemicals
in order to get the positive effects
without the intoxicating side effects.
“The cannabinoid that is in mari

A U DAY HAPPY HOUR
-1/2 oti all appetliers
$2 draft beers - S3 Yuell dnnks
S4 rnargantas S5 specialty cocktails

(Sunday
BRUNCH 9AM -3PM
LIVE JAZZ 11-2
Bloody Marys & Bottomless Mimosas
UVE BAND 3-6 on ttie patio

Sample Fares from Los Angeles to:

Paris

$319
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBAU

D a lla s

$246

Tokyo

$500

CHleago

$263

Milan

$523
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Dnnk Specials. Food Specials. & Prizes.

T UESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
$2 Champagne (kxiktails S2 Martinis

W ed n esd a y

(66D 76S-JUrf>
www.skydivetaft.com

Video: $70
DVD:$90
Tandem :$150
Accelerated Freefall: $250
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nitkaiit c'ouMiiering the e'onterem.'o
currently has five of its eight teams
witli overall u iiiiiiiig percentages
■ihove .50(1. That could come into
play when the NC'AA selection
committee sits down to iletermine
w ho w ill he sfcded w here.
I'he
national
pronnneiue
StevensiMi's program has att.iined is
startling nmsidering the .Mustangs
were onlv 5-24 overall and an
emharr.issing .i-15 in conterence in
J!'(i 4 .

C\il Polv h.is risvn from No. 25 to

23 to 21 and finally to 20 over the
past six weeks. In his second year at
the helm since coming over from
St. Mary's, Stevenson was the sub
ject of a recent ESI’N.com feature
story on his history of rebuilding
programs.
“ We’ve gotten some national
exposure," Stevenstni said. “ I’m try
ing to build something the ('al I’oly
tamily c.m be proud of. lb some
degree, we’ve accomplished that.
N.itional prominence was one i>f
the things that I promised when I
took the job."
Aiu>ther important step in th.it
process tor the .Must.ings occurs ,it 7
p.m. Satuid.iy when the (¡audios

(11-7, 3-2) visit Mott Ciym. The
first 15(1 students in attendance will
receive free T-shirts.
Gal I'oly already knocked oti UC^
Santa llarbara in the Thunderdome
by a score of 3-1 Sept. 23, ending
the (iauchos’ lb-match home win
ning streak.
These are historic times for the
Gal Polv volleyball program, which
has six of its |() remaining regularseason matches at home.
“ 1 hope the student-body can
understand the magnitiule of w hat
we’re doing and what these girls
have achieved." Stevenson said. “I’m
just their coach. I'hey’ve been
incredible fighters."

While at a local restaurant for
lunch. King witnessed something
even more powerful. Hefore the two
could ev en sit down, the entire place
stood up and gave Hush a standing
ovation.
“It brought tears to my eyes,"
King remarked about the incident."!
have been covering sports for over
25 years and have never felt anything
like that."
Hush worked w ith his sponsors to
do everything possible to help out
the victims of Katrina. He even
helped donate 12 Hummers to the
local police department, where
(Lipt. kob C'allahan had this to say
about the young star: “In this area,
keggie Hush is, for lack of a better
word, a god," CLiIlahan said. “I don’t
think there is anyone in our area
who doesn’t know keggie and what
he’s doing for the victims of the hur
ricane.”
How could Hush possibly live up

to all the hype? Let’s just s.iy the
NFL might have just found its next
great ambassador. I le currently leads
the league in receptions (34) and just
scored his first NFL touchdown in a
win over Tampa Hay. 1 don’t think 1
mentioned it was a game-winning
65-yard punt return.
Just like Jordan, Hush wasn’t No. 1
when his professional career began.
There is no c]uestion in anyone’s
mind that Jordan not only revolu
tionized the game and will be
remembered as the greatest player of
.ill-tnne.
Hush, like Jordan, has a unique
opportunity to do this for the NFL.
The only difference between the
two is that Cdiicago was not covered
in water in lb84, and its residents
were not depending on him to be a
savior in every aspect of life. They
once said, "1 wanna be like Mike."
Maybe now everyone will say:
"keg-gie! keg-gie!”

Johnny
continued from pnge !6

Hush high school highlight videos"
1 recommend it), you will see it’s
like a UbG fight w ith (¡huck I iddell
.igainst anyone else; it just isn’t fair. In
college he took it to an entirelv new
level. 1le broke out his sophomore
year as the most electriKing pl.iyer
111 college football and by his junior
season was the lleisman IVophv
winner. When the Saints were given
this gift, letting Hush fall into their
lap, they couldn’t have been happier.
When Hush first arrived in New
Orleans. Sports Illustrated NFT
w riter iVter King was doing a cover
story on him. King first attended
Saints mini-camp to see how Hush
would ad.ipt to the speed irf tlie
NFL. It was hard for him to think
because the entire practice facility
was sold out with fans chanting:
“Keg-gie! keg-gie!"
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Cal Poly senior free safety Kenny Chicoine, left, intercepts a Jon
Grant pass intended for UC Davis sophomore wide receiver Brandon
Rice during the Mustangs’ 23-17 win Oct. 7. On the play, Chicoine
tied Cal Poly’s all-time record for interceptions (17) in a career.

F ootball
continued from page 16
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Ellcrsoii also c'liiphasizcd a
renewed focus lui fuiidameiitals.
“This is a chance for us to get
well, to revisit our fundamentals, to
become ,i fundamental football team
again, ”he said.
In the latest Jetf Sagarin N(!AA
football ratings published by USA
Today, which combine I )ivision l-A
and l-A A teams. CLil Holy finds itself
aheasl of some prestigious programs.
The .Mustangs, who are r.uikevl
(>bth among the 241 1)ivision l-A
and l-A,A teams, are ahe.ul ofH.ivlor.
Ohio. ,Akron. Cdncuuiati. Kansas.
UAH. Howling Green. Indiana.
Illinois, U 1 EH. kice. Mississippi.

Fresno State. Stanford and other l-A
schools.
South Dakota State has a multi
faceted offense featuring two pl.iyers
who have rushed for 232 or more
yards aiul four with 12 or more
receptu>!is. The l.ickrabbits h.ive won
three str.iight following an d-3 start
w hich incliuled a disappointing 17-3
loss .It Division III Wisconsin-L.i
Oossc to open the sc.ison.
I )espitc the team chemistry
demonstrated in the first six games of
the se.ison. Ellerson said it could be a
good thing tor the Mustangs to get
some distance from each other for a
week.
“We get to get .ivv.iv fmm e.kh
other for a tew d.iys.” Ellerst»ii s.iid.
“It' going to be a long haul.’
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Â0S LOVIK
With Special Guest
JIM SHORT
Saturday, October 14
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C P Arts says___ W ELCOM E BACK
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- Special Student Pricing
An irreverent evening of all-new stand-up based
on life, religion, Hollywood, and Jon ’s own
hilarious perspective of the world.

dir
' s : ' . ' •¥Ä V

$5 tickets sold at door only.
(Based on availability at the door 30
minutes prior to curtain)

.Ills
irs h S(
M OUNTAIN A IR

SPORTS

S ettin g th e Standard

(805) 543>1676

Stör« Houi
Thur 10>8 * S im T l-4

* ski and snowboard rental and repair
* plenty of free parking

T

For all advance student discount
sales/guaranteed seating;
756-2787 |Online: pacslo.org
Ticket Window walk-up:
10am - 5pm weekdays
For all $5 Student Rush Information on other
! great shows;
Click on EDUCATION link and save, save,
SAVE! wwwcalpolyarts.com
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As fall into huge 0-2 hole with 8-5 loss to Tigers
M ilton Bradleys 4-for-5 outing
and four RBls are not enough
for Oakland, which is having
trouble in its first ALCS
appearance since 1992.
Janie McCauley
^SS( HlAI 1I) I’RI Ss
jini Lcylaiid trusted his uiit and
changed dcsipiated hitters, gnint:
with little-used Alexis (K)mez tor
Game 2 ot the American l.eamie

Sl^e

championship series.
The result: a 2-0 adsantage head
ing home to Motown.
Gomez hit a go-ahead, two-run
single and later added a two-run
homer to lead the 1)etroit Tigers to
an S-.S victorv over the Oakland
Athletics on Wediiesdav, a somber
night tollowing the death ot'iornier
As pitcher C'orv Lidle in a plane
crash earlier in the da\.
Milton Hradlev honiered tw ice tor
the ^'s, and beat out an intield hit

Bork Simes

C Vo.ssword

ACROSS
1 Person of
letters?
7 Picker-uppers
15 Pique
16 Prairie State
17 Peanut brittle
base
18 Puts faith in
19 Preceders of G
20 Pusan soldier
22 Pair of filmmaking brothers
23 Perfidious clerk
in ‘David
Coppertield"
24 Practically no
time
27 Pamphlet with a
“Draw Me"
challenge
29 Pageantry
33 Phoenix
neighbor
35 Paternity
identifier
36 Personal: Prefix
37 Pretty souvenir
41 Play’s ___'acte

Edited by Will Shortz

42 “Protect mine
DOWN
innocence
Pirate s eye
fall into the trap
cover
. ' King Henry
Partly eat away
VIII"
“Payment not
43 Portree’s isle
required”
44 Port-of-call call
Pepperidge
Farm offering
45 Pay no heed to
smoking rules
Peer Gynt's
mother
48 Parisian thought
Profligately eye
49 Paulina’s “other’
Preserved food
53 Paper towelin jars
touting waitress
57 Pisa monk’s title 8 Pop grp. heard
in “Xanadu”
58 Peter Sellers
Phenomena or
parodied him in
personae. Abbr
"Murder by
Death"
10 Practice
economy, when
59 Pair on a head
preceded by
62 “Princess Ida"
48-Down
follow-up
11
Preoccupied
operetta, with
with
“The"
Place last, say
64 Pacific wriggler
Pride member
65 PC info
Payroll dept
66 Pulsating sound,
ID’S
informally
Poetic adverb
67 Potato, meat
" . . perhaps
and sauce dish
com es___
surprise . "
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
26 Penn and
F 1 N n 1■7 E M M E UI T 1 S A
others
B R 1
LA R
EÏÏ N 1 X 28 President
Johannes___
• A L w|/i\7 S T H oftJ|G H T 1
of
Germany.
Q Q Q Q Q a □QQOQ
1999-2004
H A P P
DE
Petty criminal
0 N L E
EL
Performer with
P E E R
Krupa
and
WA S
N DEC
Kenton
■ ■ 0
Peat source
M E N
Plant container
H E X
when preceded
A D 10
U M N
by 37-Down
B U T N |W
MN
33 Phu My Hung
1 S E E
site. Ho C h i___
T A D A
N
City

1
■
1

with two outs in the ninth inning
that loaded the bases, lint closer Todd
Jones retired Frank Thomas on a
harmless tly tor his second save of this
postseason.
Leyland, who turned annind the
I igers in his first season as their man
ager, benched righty Marcus Thames
and his 2(> regular-season home runs
in ta\or of a player w ho hadn’t been
on the field in nearK two weeks and
spent much ot the year at Iripie-A
Toledo. A career minor le.uiuer.

1

No. 083r

?3
30

,11

3P

3ê
Wo

145

'j'j
5^
64

34 Plasm prefix
37 Preceder of
32-Down
38 Part
39 Poetic name for
Ireland
40 Pedagogical
inits. in Nashville
46 Part ofHM.S.
47 Partner (with)

48 Preceder of
54 “Phew! Finally
10-Down
know'"
55
P.D.Q.,
to a
50 “Push Comes to
surgeon
Shove"
56 Pluck or hair
choreographer
extension?
51 Projections from
60
Pile
a central point
61 Pseudonym
52 Positive end
lead-in
63 Prefix with
53 Prisoner's tool
for escape
propyl

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 20 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers nytimes com/learnir>g/xwords

(ioiiiez h.id just one lioinc run in the
majors and contributvd onlv six KHIs
in 10.^ at-bats this season
"Wo just took a shot th.it iiiaybo,
by ohaiioo, a lofty ina\ have a shot,"
l.oyland said botorohand.

the ballpark th.it ladle had been in
the small plane. His old Oakland jerse\ hung ne.ir the diigout.
I lard-throw iiig Tigers rookie
Justin Verlander struck out six and
wasn’t shaken b\ an earls deficit —
Loylaiui alro.uh had to roshutHo his .ind he got plenty of support.

linoup to ropl.ioo Soan C!asov .ittor tho
first basoniaii iii)urod his oalt in
luosday’s oponor. I ho inovos p.iid oft
,ind tho i Igors won thoir fifth straight
postseason game.

(i.inio 3 in tho bost-ot-sovon series
is Frid.ix at 1)otroit’s (aiinorioa Park,
featuring Ru h Harden for t )akland
against fornioi .\'s pitohoi Koniiv
Rogers.
1l.irden. who returned to make
three late-season starts after missing
more than three months with an
elbow injury, did not piteh during the
division series sweep ot the
Minnesota Twins. Rogers pitched
shutout ball against the New York
Yankees in (iame 3.
A moment of silence was held
before the national anthem Kir I,idle,
who most recently pitched for the
Yankees on Saturday in 1)etrtm and
spent the 2(MH and ‘02 seasons in
Oakland. His picture was shown on
the main scoreboard.
Both teams did their best to focus
on baseball and put their grief aside
for a few hours.
The switch-hitting Bradley homered from both sides of the plate, drove
in four runs and managed not to spill
coffee on starter Esteban Loaiza this
time.
Eric Chavez also honiered for the
As, who didn’t know until arriving at
.......................I I I !

i

su|do|ku

TOÓAV*« SOCUTtOM*
- . .............. ..
_____

9 7 5
2 1 4
8 3 6
7 8 2
1 5 9
4 6 3
5 9 1
6 2 8
3 4 7

1 6 4 2
7 3 8 9
5 9 2 4
6 5 3 1
2 4 7 6
8 1 9 7
4 8 6 3
3 7 1 5
9 2 5 8

3 8
6 5
7 1
4 9
8 3
5 2
2 7
9 4
16

tairtis tiranderson hit ,i solo hom e
run off Huston Street leading ofi the
ninth. C raig M onroe had two RBK
.Hid BraiKlon Inge drove in another
run at the bottom ot the order with a
sacrifice tl\ for the wild-card 1 igers
1tetnnt left the B.i\ .Aie.i w itli tli
comfort ot knowing that all eigiit
road teams to take a 2-n lead in T tN
histoiA ha\e gone on to reach th(
World Senes
1 he A ’s took an e.irlv le.id bv get
ting a hit in their first opportunitx
with a runner in scoring pi>sition —
in Game 1. thev tied a postseason
record bv going hitless in 13 at-bats
111 those Situations.

But Oakland couldn’t hold thn
edge.
Both teams brought their infields
in w'lth a runner on third and one out
III the first two innings, .ipparentb
anticipating a low-scoring pitcher’s
duel.
Instead, the Tigers’ bats came up
big in the fourth.
As patient as Detroit has been in
these plavoffs, Loaiza threw more
strikes early .ind retired si.x straight
batters after toarlos (iuillen’s leadofi
double in the second.
Then, back-to-back singles by
Placido Polanco and Magglio
CTrdonez started the rally.
(iiiillen struck out and Loaiza
walked Ivan Rodriguez before
Monroe’s ILBI single brought a
mound visit from A’s pitching coach
Cuirt Young. (íoniez followed with a
two-run single off C.havez’s glove at
third base, and Inge added a sacrifice
fly a night after his three-hit, two
RBI pertbrmance.
The T igers quieted the sellout
crowd of 3(t, U>H for a second straight
night. Detroit has won five straight
since dropping Game I of the divi
sion series to the Yankees — the club s
first time with five straight victorie'
since a seven-game winning streak
from lime 23-3< •

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

Research Candidates

Assistant in fast paced real estate
office in SLO. High energy, great
attitude, presistence and some
computer skills are what we’re
looking for. Part-time ok but need
mornings mainly. No experience
required. Fax resume to 544-2837
attn Karin/ Hal (805) 781-3750

STUDENT ASSISTANTS
CSC / CPE
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT &
MAINTENANCE
Java, C, C+-F, Database, Linux.
68HC11 Assembly
$8.00 to $12.00 per hour DOE
EMAIL RESUME
nhockada@calpoly.edu

Part Time Sales Friendly,
responsible team members
wanted for aviation call center.
Part time entry level sales
position available. Pleasant,
professional work environment.
Please submit resume by
email to ops@lebas.com
or fax 805-593-0509.
(805) 593-0510

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain,
Purulent Nasal Discharge. Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549 7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Part Time Web Person
Skilled in Photoshop retouching,
FTP , web design to help
photographer to create new
website. See davidschoen.com
and call (805) 471-0875

Research Candidates

Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. 805-549-7570

Now Hiring Part time/ Full time
up to $11.00 per hour.
The Shoe Pavillion/
Pismo Beach Outlet Center
(805) 773-3354
MODELS for Art. Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875
NEED A LOAN?
DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?
CALL THE EXPERTS
1-877-681-5104
QUICK & RELIABLE SERVICE
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

TRAVEL
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“If you have built castles in the air,
your work need not be lost:
that is where they should be.
Now put foundations under them.”
- Henry David Thoreau

Need housing? Then put in an ad'
Call: (805) 756-1143 or
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

LOST AND FOUND
Lost IPod Shuffle
Please call (805) 550-4714
LOST IPOD 20 Gbs w/ cracked
screen. REWARD (707) 235-0230
$1000 REWARD for info on stolen
1999 silver Volvo S70 model
Contact: 431-2972
Sunglasses found in Computer
Science bldg. Call (805) 305-0380
FOUND: Amanda’s Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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M ustang volleyball team carries 13-4
record into Saturday's U CSB match
Ranked 20th, Cal Poly is ofF
to its best Big West
Conference start ever.
Tristan Aird
M U S T A N C . D AILY

OfF to its best start in conference
play since 1985, the Cal Poly vol
leyball team is ranked 20th in the
American Volleyball C'oaches
Association/College Sports TV
poll.
Hut the Mustangs, who enter a
crucial Big West Conference rivalry
match against visiting UC Santa
Barbara on Saturday at 13-4 overall
and 5-0 in the Big West, may be
even higher in terms of the post
season picture.
“Right now what were really
e.xcited about is if the NC'AA
Tournament was seeded today, we’d
be ranked No. 1 in the Western
1)istrict,” Stevenson said Tuesday. “If
the tournament was seeded today,
we’d be one of the top eight teams
in the nation.”
The reason that might be a real
ity at the end of the regular season
is
largely
because
the
AV('A/C]STV poll is not the deter
mining factor in playoff seeding.
In fact, the NC'AA uses a secret
formula called the
Ratings
Percentage liule.x to determine
what schools get seeded where.The
RPl is largely based on strength of
schedule.
That’s a fact C'al Poly learned the
hard way last season when it was
controversially left out of the post
season despite going 19-6 overall
and third at 10-4 in the Big West.
The conference sent six teams to
NICK Cj\MACHO

the tournament in 2003 and 2004,
but just two in 2005.
Any strength-of-schedule ques
tions facing the Mustangs were
likely jettisoned this season by
virtue of the Mustangs’ wins over
No. 8 Texas, No. 12 Hawaii and
No. 20 Louisville. Cal Poly also has
losses this season to No. 1 Nebraska
and No. 19 Pepperdine.
“Right now, the algorithm that’s
used to rank teams across the coun
try, we’re not No. 20,” Stevenson
said. “We’re much higher than that.
1 don’t know exactly where we are.
I’ve heard as high as 12.”
Indeed, Cal Poly is ranked No.
12 in RichKern.coin’s Pablo
Ratings, which implement a wide
ly acknowledged simulation of the
RPl formula.
However, teams currently ahead
o f the
Mustangs
in
the
AVCA/CSTV poll include No. 3
UCLA, No. 4 u s e . No. 5
Washington, No. 6 Stanford, No. 7
Cal, No. 11 Hawaii, No. 12 Utah
and No. 17 Santa CTara.
It is uncertain how the Mustangs
would stack up against those West
C-oast teams in a seeding argument
because ('al Poly’s strength of
schedule is better than some.
“The players are so excited
about what has happened so far
with their season,” Stevenson said.
“We’ve been in the top 25 in the
country since the first rankings
came out. The only rankings we
were not included in was the first
preseason prognostication.”
Nonetheless, C'al Poly was sec
ond in the Big West preseason
coaches’ poll. The respect was sigsee Volleyball, page 14
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Cal Poly sophomore outside hitter Alicia Waller (3) goes up against Cal
State Fullerton senior outside hitter Danielle Hitzeman (13) in the
20th-ranked Mustangs’ 3-0 win Oct. 7 in Mott Gym. Waller had 10
kills and four digs in the match.

COMING TOMORROW....
A look at what the Cal Poly volleyball team can expect at 7 p.m.
Saturday against visiting UC Santa Barbara in Mott Gym.

Poly football team puts bye week to gpod use
Sitting pretty at 5-1 and 2-0 in
conference, the No. 4 Mustangs
get to take a week oflP.
Tristan Aird
M U S T A N C ; D A ILY

Just because the Cal Poly football
team has a long-awaited bye Saturday,
don’t expect the Mustangs to be
wasting time this week.
Following a 23-17 win over Great
West Football Conference rival UC
Davis on Oct. 7, players for Cal Poly
(5-1,2-0) listed plenty of goals for the
down time.
“We can’t take it for granted,” Cal
Poly sophomore quarterback Matt
Brennan said. “We have to stay active.
We can’t get complacent. As long as
we keep working hard, I think we’ll
be all right. Just keep working hard
and don’t get complacent.”
Brennan has engineered two
straight second-half comeback wins
for the Mustanjp, who are ranked
No. 4 in The Sports Network’s
Division 1-AA poll.
Cal Poly concludes its three-game

home stand with homecoming
against Cireat West foe South 1)akota
State (3-3,0-0) on Oct. 21 at Alex G.
Spanos Stadium.
Senior middle linebacker Kyle
Shotwell said the Mustangs can use
the bye week to get ahead in prepa
ration for South Dakota State, which
C'al Poly edged 24-16 in Brookings,
S.D., last year.
“We barely beat them last year,”
said Shotwell, whose 63 toul tackles
are 19 more than any other player in
the CJreat West. “They challenged us
big-time last year. We expect it to be
no different this time. We’re going to
need the extra week. Luckily, we’ve
got... It.
Cal Poly head coach Rich Ellerson
agreed.
“Certainly we’ll get ahead a little
bit on South Dakota State,” said
Ellerson, whose team is a combined
23-7 the last three years.
Both Shotwell and Ellerson,
though, said the main goal of the bye
week is to get healthy. Cal Poly tail
backs James Noble (left ankle sprain)
and Fred Hives II (broken left toe)

PATRICK TRAUTFIELD MUSTANG
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Cal Poly sophomore wide receiver Ramses Barden waits for the snap
against UC Davis senior comerback Nevan Bergan during the
Mustangs’ 23-17 win Oct. 7. Cal Poly has a bye this week.
have each come back from respective said. “(Also) kind of brush up on
injuries in the pa.st two weeks.
some of our fundamental stuff that’s
“We’re going to use it to get kind of hard to do during the season.”
healthy, first and foremost,” Shotwell
see Football, page 14

John MiddlekaufT
SI*F.CIAL T O T H E M U S T A N G D AILY

evastation, depletion,
adversity and hardship
are just a few words that
could be used to describe one of
the deadliest natural disasters in the
history of the United States —
Hurricane Katrina.
The New Orleans Saints (4-1)
are one of the best NFL stories in
years. After winning three games all
of last year, they were forced to play
through circumstances that no
other team in the league had ever
experienced. They were forced to
play home games on the road and
practice in empty warehouses and
parking lots because of limited
facilities.
To say that the 2005 NFL season
would be one that the Saints and
their fans would like to forget
would probably be an understate
ment.
On the other hand, the 2(M)6 sea
son has been a complete turn
around for the team and its fans. By
the end of Week 4 this season, the
Saints had already equaled their win
total (3) of last year. The Saints have
not only given this historic city
hope but the people who inhabit
the area the belief that there is life
after Katrina.
You may be able to attribute this
turnaround to a young man who
was never even supposed to play in
New Orleans. Reggie Bush was
maybe an easier choice than when
Michael Jordan went No. 1 to the
Houston Rockets 22 years ago. Oh
no. I forgot Jordan slipped to third
in the draft and ended up playing
for the Chicago Bulls. So if I’m see
ing this correctly, Houston has
made two of the worst draft-day
decisions in the history of profes
sional sports.
Some would argue that Hakeem
Olajuwon won two NBA titles and
is easily a first ballot Hall of Famer.
I’m not arguing that at all, but let’s
just realize on point. If it wasn’t for
Jordan giving up professional bas
ketball and trying to play baseball
for two seasons, the Rockets would
have never sniffed a championship.
Jordan would have had eight
straight instead of six by virtue of
two three-peats. If Mario Williams
turns out to be half the pro
Olajuwon was for his sport, the
Texans will be ecstatic. Highly
unlikely.
The point here is that Jordan was
picked third and the rest is history.
Just like Bush plays in New Orleans
and not Houston, and now bears
the weight of an entire city that was
looking for someone to save it.
If you Google search “Reggie

D

see Johnny, page 14

